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Summary

This paper:

- constructs index of liquidity creation by banks — li,j,t

- Berger and Bouwman (2009), more countries

- constructs index of government guarantees — gj,t

- shows that corr
(
li,j,t, gj,t|xi,j,t

)
< 0

Why do we care?

- theory: DI supports “liquidity creation” by banks, but
might lead to excessive risk-taking

- case studies, but no systematic evidence
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Measuring liquidity creation (1/2)

LC =

∑
m

w(m)L(m)−
∑
n

w(n)A(n)

A(tot)

w(m), w(n) ∈
{
−1

2
, 0,

1

2

}
how much more liquid are liabilities than assets

- mortage loans vs. C&I loans: is relative liquidity stable?

- correlation w/ D
A ?

LC =
D

Atot
for a bank holding only cash

LC =
D

Atot
− 1 for a bank holding only C&I loans
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Measuring liquidity creation (2/2)

LC =
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w(m)L(m)−
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w(n)A(n)

A(tot)

w(m), w(n) ∈
{
−1

2
, 0,

1

2

}
how much more liquid are liabilities than assets

- should banks score high on this measure?

liquidity/maturity transformation?

- how to think of a change in portfolio composition from,
e.g., mortgages to C&I loans?
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Regression results (1/1)

- OLS: 1 unit increase in gj,t =⇒ li,j,t falls by 7% relative to
its mean

- IV: tendency of national culture toward individualism;
disease prevalence

- time-varying?

- “exclusion restriction”: banking sector concentration?

- Directionally interesting, but difficult to interpret

- distribution of gj,t across countries? (use just an indicator
for DI instead?)

- which guarantees? what liquidity?
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Interpretation (1/2)

- Decomposition by type of gov’t guarantee

- “government guarantees on deposits”: negative effect

- “explicit insurance scheme”: positive effect

- examples/mechanisms?

- By component of liquidity creation

- assets: “less liquid” (less MBS, more C&I loans?)

- liabilities: “more liquid” (less sub. debt, more deposits?)

- fewer loan commitments
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Interpretation (2/2)

- Endogenous policy response

Gov’t guarantees are re-affirmed and extended in times
when liquidity creation in the banking sector is low

41 
 

Table 8: Effects of Government Guarantees on Components of Bank Liquidity Creation – Crisis Time vs. Normal Time 

This table reports estimates from regression estimates for analyzing the effects of government guarantees on components of bank liquidity creation for crisis time and normal time 
sample using ordinary least squares (OLS) analysis. Crisis time (normal time) represents the period that countries are (are not) suffered recent financial crisis. We include a broad 
set of country controls such as, l_growth (country GDP growth rate), l_interest (lending interest rate), l_inflation (country rate of inflation), l_act_restrict (an index of regulatory 
restrictions on the activities of banks), and a broad set of bank level controls such as l_total_asset (the natural logarithm of bank total assets), l_capital (the bank capital ratio), 
l_overhead (the ratio of overhead cost to total assets). All independent variables are lagged one year. All regressions include year fixed effects and bank fixed effects. Standard 
errors are clustered at bank level. All variables are defined in Table 1. ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

 
Crisis Normal Crisis  Normal Crisis Normal Crisis Normal 

Dependent Variables: LC(total)/TA LC(total)/TA LC(asset)/TA LC(asset)/TA LC(lia.)/TA LC(lia.)/TA LC(off)/TA LC(off)/TA 
                  
l_GGI -0.007* 0.015** -0.024*** 0.006 0.030*** -0.002 -0.009*** 0.011*** 

 
(-1.825) (2.180) (-8.485) (1.535) (10.993) (-0.519) (-7.211) (3.024) 

         Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Year Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Bank Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
Cluster at Bank YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
R-squared 0.110 0.028 0.158 0.026 0.139 0.037 0.136 0.035 
Observations 67,379 6,580 67,379 6,580 67,379 6,580 67,379 6,580 
 

(Size of effect, relative to baseline?)

- Focus on non-crisis countries?
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Conclusion

- Deposit insurance helps avoid runs, and therefore facilitates
deposit creation

- Does it also lead to excessive risk-taking?

- Useful data to think about this question

Does leverage change? How does the asset mix change? etc.

- More descriptive stats! And delineate relationship btw.
liquidity creation and risk-taking more precisely
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